We have a new sock, that is
not necessarily Civil War,
but goes farther in time. It is
our CUSHION SOLE AND

LEG SOCK. Marching
bands like this as it keeps
the legs comfortable and is
extra cushion under the
foot. I think on a cool day it
would be good for any one
that is outside .
We have it in natural but
can get your color (Min 12 pr.)
STK-91-5, Price $20.00 48 inches

Do you have to remember to shake out
your boots before putting them on the
morning, to get any overnight creepy
crawly things that might have gotten into
your boots? NOW there is the SPIDER
OUT. It is a short knit cover that slips into the top of your boot and the edge folds
over the top edge of the boot to form a
barrier that keeps them out. As you can
see below a bug just can’t get in. It is
small and light, fits in your kit easily,
made of all Acrylic and almost stain resistant. Just $4.99 a pair, in Brown or
blue. The Bug is not included.

FUGAWEE presents
CIVIL WAR SOCKS
Made on the same knitting
machines as were invented
in 1859 The Cotton 90% and
10% other so it will hug the
leg.
The new stock will be in
GREY Green. More Civil War
colors will be added upon
request. This proto-type
came in Kaki. Stock will begrey.
Price
$10.00
pair. PR
Order STK
91-1

You are looking at a boot laying down,
toe is off to the top right. The SPIDER
OUT slips about 5 inches inside the boot
and the top of the SPIDER OUT folds
down on the out side of the top. Boot

You will enjoy the comfort of COTTON.

Next is a 40% Wool, 50% Cotton and
10% other to make the sock stay up.

MEDIUM WEIGHT WOOL

Wool and Cotton is the choice many
make. These are knee high and will
help keep your feet comfortable.
We will be carrying in Grey with
white toes and heels. FADED in
photo.
Price: $14.25 pr. .
Special colors orders welcome.

LIGHT WEIGHT NAVY
MEDIUM WEIGHT WOOL

We have two Wool socks, knee high
with the 12 ribbed top. This comes in
Navy but we will get more selections,
when we know what you need.

Fugawee order toll free 800 506 8280
Website www.Fugawee.com for our store.
4384 Crawfordville Hwy., Crawfordville, FL
32327

Style STK 91-3 is the lightweight Wool.
95% Navy Wool and pair of socks
weight is 2.4 oz. The overall length of
the Civil War socks is 30 inches, knee
high. Price $20.00

As you can see it is hard to see
the difference, between the two
wool weighs, but you can tell by
the feel. Wool keeps you warm
without locking in extra moisture,
being a natural fiber.
Of course all our socks have the
stay put power. Style STK 91 4
Price: $27.00 pr.
NAVY, or CHARCOAL

FUGAWEE—800 605 8280

